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To perform accurate numerical simulations of the traveling-wave tube in time domain, a new
approach using field decomposition with large reduction of degrees-of-freedom has been proposed:
the discrete model. To assess its validity, we compare it with the well-established Pierce equivalent
circuit model in small signal regime. We also discuss associated beam, circuit-beam, and circuit
impedances. We demonstrate analytically and with a numerical example that the newly developed
discrete model is very close to the Pierce model. Interestingly, small deviations do exist at the edges
of the amplification band. We speculate that the deviation from reality is on the Pierce model side,
while the discrete model would be more accurate.

PACS numbers: 84.40.Fe (Microwave tubes)
52.40.Mj (Particle beam interaction in plasmas)
52.35.Fp (Electrostatic waves and oscillations)
Keywords: Discrete model, Pierce model, equivalent circuit, dispersion relation, impedances, coupled mode,
wave-particle interaction, traveling-wave tube (TWT), time domain, frequency domain, passband, band edge.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recently developed discrete model (a.k.a.
Kuznetsov discrete model) [1–3] is a promising tool to
analyse devices such as traveling wave tubes (TWTs)
beyond what is possible today with the well established
Pierce model[4]. It provides an exact reduction of
degrees-of-freedom for electromagnetic fields and allows
to build both frequency [5] and time domain algorithms
[6] that are faster and more accurate alternatives to
current PIC algorithms [7]. The discrete model offers
several new features compared to Pierce’s well-known
equivalent circuit model. Most importantly, it is origi-
nally in time domain and enables simulating broadband
telecom signals for example. Another example are
drive-induced oscillations where spurious frequencies
are generated very far from the drive frequency in
the nonlinear regime. This situation will be accessible
to simulation thanks to this new model. Second, the
complex structure of stop bands can be accurately
described and simulated thus offering a way to progress
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on the associated oscillation problems. Fundamentally,
the discrete model addresses (and originates from) the
general situation of periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic
particles interacting with fields, which is of interest
to a broader community of physicists and engineers.
Also, three-dimensional simulations are possible with
the discrete model. We deepen these aspects in the
appendices.

Before addressing these more complex situations, the
first question is how the new model compares to the ex-
isting one in the simplest case of a single carrier operation
(i.e. in frequency domain) in the linear regime, the origi-
nal background of the Pierce theory. This is the objective
of this paper.

In section II, we revisit fundamental definitions of
beam, wave and circuit impedances from the Pierce
equivalent circuit, starting with a model involving only
space charge fields, and then adding circuit fields. In
section III, we recall the principles of the discrete model
and apply them in the harmonic domain to obtain asso-
ciated impedances. Finally, we compare both models in
section IV. Appendix A revisits the sheath helix approx-
imation using the discrete model. Appendix B compares
the TWT discrete model and beam-plasma models.

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Developments leading to eqs (1) and (5) below are sim-
ilar to those used in the coupled wave system of Louisell
[8] and to the classical analysis by Gilmour [9]. We re-
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Figure 1. Wave-particles interaction for a periodic slow-wave
structure represented using the discrete model (above) and
the equivalent circuit (below), along the longitudinal z-axis.
The beam is assumed to be a weakly perturbed fluid with
section area Sb. Variables Vc,b,0 and Ic,b,0 are the poten-
tial and current of the circuit, beam and cathode (dc beam)
respectively. Vsn and Isn are the temporal variables of electro-
magnetic circuit fields (see eqs (21) and (22)) at cell n for the
propagation mode s. Ωsm is the coupling coefficient between
cells at range m.

formulate them to facilitate the comparison with the dis-
crete model analysis and keep our paper self-contained.
In particular, after reaching the dispersion relation of
the Pierce equivalent circuit, we focus on impedances.
A coupled system composed of a beam (b) and a cir-
cuit (c) will have two electric potentials Vb and Vc, and
two different currents Ib and Ic, leading a priori to four
different impedances, respectively the beam impedance
Zb, the circuit-beam impedance Zcb, the beam-circuit
impedance Zbc and the circuit impedance Zc.

A. Space charge waves

The electron beam is described as a weakly perturbed
fluid carrying space charge waves along the longitudinal z
coordinate. Time and space dependent variables are ex-
pressed, according to the space-time Fourier representa-

tion, as F (z, t) = <
(
F̃ (β, ω) e−iψ

)
, with the local phase

ψ = βz − ωt, where β = ω/vph is the propagation con-
stant in the longitudinal direction and ω the wave pulsa-
tion for the phase velocity vph. Since we may study non-
resonant regimes, one also defines the electronic propaga-
tion constant βe = ω/v0, using the beam velocity. Parti-
cle velocities are v0 +<(ṽ e−iψ), where the initial velocity
v0 =

√
2V0η depends on the cathode (dc beam) potential

V0 > 0 and the charge/mass ratio η = |e|/me. Particle
charge densities are ρ0 + <(ρ̃ e−iψ), with initial density
ρ0 = I0/(v0Sb) < 0, for a cathode (dc beam) current
I0 < 0, and section area of the beam Sb. In the linear
regime, the relation between perturbed current density
and charge density is J̃z = ρ0ṽ + v0ρ̃. As a first step,
we combine this relation with the continuity equation to

obtain

(ω − βv0)SbJ̃z = −ω |I0|
2V0

Ṽb , (1)

with the perturbed beam potential Ṽb = v0ṽ/η. The
minus sign comes from the dc current I0 < 0. The con-
tinuity equation remains unchanged by the presence of
circuit waves, so we will keep eq. (1) in the next section.

On the other hand, if we only consider space charge
waves in our system (neglecting metallic boundary con-
ditions for simplicity), the Euler equation for electron

motion provides (iω − iβv0)ṽ = −ηẼz,sc, with the space

charge field Ẽz,sc = iJ̃z/(ε0ω) from Poisson and continu-
ity equations. Therefore, this motion equation is rewrit-
ten

(ω − βv0)
Ṽb
v0

=
ω2
p

ωv0

2V0
|I0|
SbJ̃z , (2)

with the electron plasma pulsation ωp =
√
η|ρ0|/ε0.

Equation (2) must be equal to −Ẽz,sc. Now, we rewrite
the relation between the space charge field and the elec-
tron current as

Ẽz,sc = −∇Ṽsc = iβṼsc = −iβZbĨb = −iβZb

∫
Sb
J̃z dxdy ,

(3)
defining the beam characteric impedance Zb, with a mi-
nus sign from the negative charge density. Comparing
eqs (2) and (3) immediatly yields1

Zb(β) =
−ω2

p

ωβv0

2V0
|I0|

, (4)

as 2V0/|I0| = v0/(|ρ0|ηSb), and if we insert (1) into (3),
we have (ω − βv0)2 = ω2

p, viz. the cold2 Bohm-Gross
dispersion relation [10] for space charge waves only. They
are represented in Fig. 2. The ratio V0/I0 is the beam

impedance in case of unperturbed beam (J̃z = Ṽb = 0),
so we refer to it as the cathode (dc) impedance.

B. Coupling to slow-wave circuits

Now, we consider the equivalent circuit model (see Fig.
1) provided by [4] in the small signal regime, and we
add circuit waves to the previous system. In the motion
equation (2), we simply add to the right-hand side the

1 The minus sign in (1), (3) and (4) come from our notation I0 < 0.

This result reads Zb =
ωp

ω
2V0
|I0|

in ref. [8], but Louisell was work-

ing in the reference frame of the beam instead of the laboratory
frame as here.

2 In the plasma context, “cold” means neglecting the beam tem-
perature (and pressure) in its ballistic co-moving frame.
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term −Ẽz,c, corresponding to the electric field from the
circuit, and combine eqs (1) and (2) to find

Ẽz,c = −i
1

ωv0

[
(ω − βv0)

2 − ω2
p

] 2V0
|I0|
SbJ̃z . (5)

This is similar to eq. (3), on replacing the space charge
field with the circuit field and the beam impedance with
the circuit-beam impedance Zcb corresponding to the re-
sponse of the circuit potential to the beam current, which
is then defined as

Zcb(β) =
(ω − βv0)2 − ω2

p

ωβv0

2V0
|I0|

. (6)

At the resonance, where βe = β (phase velocity equal
to beam velocity), Zcb acts like the beam impedance as
if there were only space charge fields. Since we have
here circuit waves, we recall the link between eq. (6) and
Pierce’s circuit impedance [4]

Zc(β) =
|Ẽz,c|2
2β2〈P 〉 (7)

=
4V0
|I0|
C3p , (8)

with Cp the Pierce coupling (or gain) parameter, and 〈P 〉
the harmonic power. Eq. (7) comes directly from Ṽc/Ĩc,
and it is used by Pierce to find eq. (8) where the coupling
impedance remains hidden. It would be erroneous to
think that for a beamless case (V0 = I0 = 0), the circuit
impedance could be ill-defined : following eq. (7), this is
not true. In fact, eq. (8) can only be used for cases with
an existing beam: the Pierce parameter compensates the
effect of the unperturbed beam impedance. This is why
the parameter expressing the coupling of the beam with
the circuit is the Pierce coupling parameter Cp, not the
coupling impedance Zc.

C. Telegrapher’s equations

There is another way to find the coupling impedance.
The equivalent circuit considered on Fig. 1 is composed
of an infinite number of inductances L and capacitances
C per unit length, giving the evolution equations of the
circuit potential and current from lossless telegrapher’s
equations (coupled to the beam current)

−iβṼc = −iLωĨc , (9)

−iβĨc = −iCωṼc + iβĨb . (10)

Without beam (Ĩb = 0), the uncoupled circuit propaga-

tion constant is β0 = ω
√
CL, and we find Lω = Zcβ0

when recalling the classical definition of the characteris-
tic impedance Zc = Ṽc/Ĩc =

√
L/C which Pierces defines

as the circuit impedance. Then we merge the two teleg-
rapher’s equations and write the circuit-beam impedance

Zcb = Ṽc/Ĩb, to find

Zcb(β) =
β0β

β2
0 − β2

Zc , (11)

equal to eq. (6). On combining eqs (6) and (11) with def-
inition (8), we obtain the “hot” linear dispersion relation

C3p =
(βe − β)2 − β2

p

2βeβ

β2
0 − β2

β0β
, (12)

as defined (but written differently) in [4], with βe = ω/v0
and βp = ωp/v0. Equation (12) exhibits the product of
two fractions: one originating from the beam, and the
other one from the circuit. It is of the fourth degree,
yielding the four natural modes of propagation. For later
use, we rewrite it as

C3p =
(ω − βv0)2 − ω2

p

2ωβv0

ω2 − β2v2ph,0
ωβvph,0

, (13)

with the beamless phase velocity vph,0 = 1/
√
CL.

III. DISCRETE MODEL

A. Time domain discrete model

In this section, we briefly revisit basic equations of the
Kuznetsov nonlinear discrete theory [1–3]. In the most
general case of any time dependent circuit fields E(r, t),
H(r, t) existing in the delay line (e.g. propagating or
evanescent), we are searching an exact and discretized
decomposition of that field. To do so, we proceed in
three steps. The first step is that we already know some
particular waves propagating in the structure in the form
of the propagation modes. The propagation modes are
calculated as the eigenvectors of the Helmholtz equation
with the Floquet condition at both ends of one period
of the structure3. The complex envelopes of the prop-
agation mode are written Esβ(r) and Hs

β(r) where βd is
the phase-shift in the Floquet condition and s ∈ N is
the label of the mode. Eigenfields Esβ and Hs

β satisfy the

normalization4

Ns
βδ
s
s′ =

∫
V0
ε0E

s
β · Es

′∗
β d3r =

∫
V0
µ0H

s
β ·Hs′∗

β d3r , (14)

where V0 is the cell volume, and δss′ is the Kronecker
symbol.

3 Propagating modes can be computed thanks to general purpose
electromagnetic solvers like CST microwave studio or HFSS.

4 In [3], this normalisation is chosen equal to the eigenfield pulsa-
tion Ωsβ so that the canonical variables of the Hamiltonian (not

discussed here) are the field coefficients Vsn and Isn in (21)-(22) ;
their dimension is then the square root of an action. In [2], this
normalisation has the dimension of an energy, and Vsn and Isn
become dimensionless.
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In a second step, we limit our search for the discretized
expansion to the case of fields Eβ(r, t) satisfying the Flo-
quet condition (for a phase-shift βd per period). The
propagation modes are eigenvectors of the Helmholtz lin-
ear system, with eigenvalues Ωsβ ,

rotEsβ(r) = −µ0ΩsβH
s
β(r) , (15)

rotHs
β(r) = ε0ΩsβE

s
β(r) . (16)

As the Helmholtz operator is hermitian, they constitute
a vector basis and we write Vsβ(t) the discretized set of
field generalized coordinates:

Eβ(r, t) =
∑
s

Vsβ(t)Esβ(r) . (17)

This relation is valid in the reference cell V0 but all func-
tions satisfy the Floquet condition, so it is valid every-
where.

The problem now is that fields in general do not respect
the Floquet condition. So our third step is to find an
expansion of arbitrary fields over a set of fields satisfying
the Floquet condition which would write

E(r, t) =

∫ π

βd=−π
Eβ(r, t) d(βd) . (18)

Since the Eβ would satisfy the Floquet condition, we can
rewrite the looked after expansion:

E(r + ndez, t) =

∫ π

βd=−π
Eβ(r, t)e−inβd d(βd). (19)

Thus E(r + ndez, t) is the nth coefficient of the Fourier
series expansion of Eβ seen as a function of β, namely

Eβ(r, t) =
∑
n∈N

E(r + ndez, t)e
inβd. (20)

This yields exactly the looked after Eβ functions which
(i) satisfy the Floquet condition and (ii) on which the
field is expanded (eq. (18)). The elegant transform (20)
into functions satisfying the Floquet condition was intro-
duced by I. Gel’fand [12], and (18) is its inverse trans-
form. It is based on Fourier series and shares many of its
properties. In particular, the transform of a product is
the convolution of the transforms of its factors. Applying
this property to eq. (17) completes our initial search for
a discrete model:

E(r, t) =
∑
s∈N

∑
n∈Z

Vsn(t)Es−n(r) , (21)

with Vsn the Gel’fand transform of Vsβ . They are the dis-
crete variables determining the electric field. The mag-
netic field is also discretized5 with its own coordinates

5 Ref. [2] uses Vsβ = −Isβ but this is misleading [11]. We also use

−π 6 βd 6 π instead of 0 6 βd 6 2π.

Isn

H(r, t) = i
∑
s∈N

∑
n∈Z

Isn(t)Hs
−n(r) . (22)

Note the i factor needed to have real Isn variables instead
of purely imaginary one.

The interest of this decomposition appears in eqs (21)
and (22). For a single propagating mode, there are 2nmax

different time variables (a.k.a. degrees of freedom) for
the fields in a delay-line of nmax periods. In comparison,
finite difference techniques used in particle-in-cell codes
necessitate several millions degrees of freedom to obtain
the same accuracy.

We now introduce the beam. Using Maxwell equa-
tions with sources, the field decompositions (21)-(22),
and the Helmholtz equations (15)-(16), we find the evo-
lution equations [3]

−
∑
s∈N

IsβΩsβE
s
β =

∑
s∈N

∂Vsβ
∂t

Esβ +
Jβ
ε0
− ∂∇φβ

∂t
, (23)

∑
s∈N

VsβΩsβH
s
β =

∑
s∈N

∂Isβ
∂t

Hs
β , (24)

where J(r, t) is the 3D charge density and the potential
φ(r, t) satisfies the Poisson equation ∆φ = −ρ/ε0.

B. Harmonic domain discrete model

In small signal regime, the discrete model in har-
monic domain couples the charge density J(r, t) = J0 +

<(J̃(r)eiωt), with temporal variables Vsβ(t) = Ṽsβeiωt, and

Isβ(t) = Ĩsβeiωt. From eq. (24) and thanks to the eigenfields

orthogonality, we have Ĩsβ = −iΩsβṼ
s
β/ω, so the evolution

equation (23) becomes

∑
s∈N

(Ωsβ)2 − ω2

ω
ṼsβE

s
β(r) =

−i

ε0
J̃β(r)− ω∇φ̃β(r) , (25)

where the space charge term ∇φ̃β will disappear under
integration over the cell volume thanks to boundary con-
ditions [3]. We dot-multiply eq. (25) by the complex
conjugate Es∗β and integrate over space (viz. we project
on the mode (s, β)), to find (for a beam with uniform
section and small radius)

(Ωsβ)2 − ω2

ω
Ṽsβ = −iSb

∫ d

0

J̃z,β(z)Fs∗z,β(z) dz , (26)

with Fs∗z,β(z) = Es∗z,β(z)/Ns
β related to the vector potential

eigenfunction. Eq. (26) from Maxwell equations replaces
the telegrapher’s equations in the discrete model. We
mainly deal with eigenmodes off resonance, so Ωsβ 6= ω
generally.

To complete our model, we take the same weakly per-
turbed electron beam as in section II, so we end with the
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same linear equation (5) but this time with the circuit
field (21) and the charge density spatially modulated in

z by J̃z(z) = Ĵze
−iβz. Then using the inverse Fourier

transform, we obtain

J̃z,β′(z) =
∑
n∈Z

J̃z(z + nd) einβ
′d =

∑
n∈Z

Ĵz e−iβz+i(β′−β)nd

= Ĵz e−iβz
∑

p∈(2π/d)Z

δ

(
β′ − β − p

2π
d

)
, (27)

for any wave number β′, where δ is Dirac’s distribution.
The same is performed for electric field coefficient, Ṽsβ′ =∑
p V̂

s
pδ(β

′ − β − p) 2π
d , and (26) becomes

(Ωsβ+p)
2 − ω2

ω
V̂sp = −iSbĴz

∫ d

0

e−i(β+p)zFs∗z,β+p(z) dz .

(28)
In the circuit field (21), the integration on βd ranges only
over [−π, π], so the sum reduces to the single term p = 0
(viz. only one band, s = 0, matters for the waves). As the

Gel’fand eigenfield must respect Esz,β(z) = Êsz e−iβz (and

using Fs∗z,β(0, 0, z) = Ês∗z eiβz/Ns
β), we have the perturbed

circuit field

Ẽz,c =
∑
s∈N

V̂sEsz,β(z) eiβz =
∑
s∈N

V̂sÊsz . (29)

So we finally reach a new expression for (28)

(Ωsβ)2 − ω2

ω
V̂s = −iSbĴzd

Ês∗z
Ns
β

, (30)

and we rewrite eq. (5) with eqs (27) and (29).
On the other hand, we can rewrite the circuit

impedance from the discrete model as [15]

Zc(β) =
|Esz,β(r = 0)|2 d

β2vgNs
β

, (31)

where vg(s, β) is the group velocity, and we can compare
eq. (31) to the equivalent circuit impedance (7). We re-
mark that this wave impedance tends to infinity at the
passband edges where the group velocity vanishes. An
advantage of (31) is that it involves only experimentally
known cold values, providing values for Esz,β(r = 0) (and

its values in the n-representation) from Zc. Following the
definition (3), but for the circuit field and the circuit-
beam impedance, we rewrite the latter for the discrete
model

Zcb(β) = − i

β

V̂sÊsz

SbĴz
, (32)

for a beam with uniform section. We insert this relation
in eq. (30) and use eq. (31) to find a new expression

Zcb(β) =
ωβvg

ω2 − (Ωsβ)2
Zc , (33)
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Figure 2. Dispersion diagrams without coupling Cp = 0 (as if
the dc current tends to zero) for the equivalent circuit model
(eq. (13)), or equivalently for the harmonic domain discrete
model (eq. (34)). Solutions are purely real values. The for-
ward circuit wave is simply the “cold” dispersion relation.

enabling us to compare the equivalent circuit–beam cou-
pling impedance (6) with the circuit impedance (8). Sub-
stituting eqs (6) and (33) in (8), the “hot” linear disper-
sion relation of the discrete model becomes

C3p =
(ω − βv0)2 − ω2

p

2ωβv0

ω2 − (Ωsβ)2

ωβvg
. (34)

IV. COMPARISON

To compare accurately both models from sections II
and III, we take a phase velocity vph,0 depending on our
“cold” dispersion relation, instead of taking it constant,
as in Pierce’s theory.

A. Without amplification

We consider the case when the Pierce parameter tends
to zero (Cp → 0), as if the dc current also tends to zero
(I0 → 0). The four solutions of the dispersion relations
(13) and (34) of the equivalent circuit and discrete models
are identical. Solutions for forward and return circuit
waves are ω = ±βvph,0. For the discrete model, we have
ω = ±Ωsβ but because we take the same “cold” dispersion
relation and because Cp → 0, we can take Ωsβ = βvph,0,
leading to identical results for both models. Solutions for
the slow and fast beam waves are ω = βv0 ± ωp. Those
solutions are presented in Fig. 2.
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B. With amplification

First, we notice that relations (13) and (34) coincide
when using the first order linear approximation for nu-
merators of the second fractions. Indeed, near the wave
resonance (when ω ' Ωsβ , viz. β ' β0), Taylor expansion
yields

ω2 − β2v2ph,0 = 2ωvph,0 (β − β0) + · · · (35)

ω2 − (Ωsβ)2 = 2ωvg (β − β0) + · · · . (36)

This approximation leads to the conclusion that the har-
monic domain discrete model provides the same results
as the equivalent circuit model when the dispersion di-
agram is a slight perturbation of the un-coupled waves,
which is the case for practical devices.

But, outside this approximation, we expect small vari-
ations between the two models. The maximum distance
between un-coupled and coupled waves occurs at the
amplification band edges where mode coalescence takes
place. To assess them on an example, we take the “cold”
dispersion relation of a TWT and we solve the previous
equation.

As the independent variable in (13) and (34) is the
propagation constant β, amplification is considered in
time, with complex frequencies ω(β) whose imaginary
parts are growth rates. The tube passband is defined
when non-zero growth rates occur. A symbolic solver
provides solutions for the four waves as represented with
Fig. 3. We immediately see the close similarity between
both models as their solutions are almost superposed.
The upper curve stands for the fast space charge wave,
lower curve depicts the slow space charge wave, and be-
tween them we see the forward circuit wave. The back-
ward circuit wave, with negative frequencies or negative
propagation constants, is not shown. From 10 to 18 GHz,
real solutions for the slow space charge wave and the for-
ward circuit wave are superposed, and for both waves, we
have non-zero imaginary parts: this defines the passband
of the tube.

A zoom at band edges of Fig. 3 is presented in Fig. 4.
As expected, small differences occur when we study the
band edge vicinity. Similar differences, but with other
dispersion relations, were found in [13]. The main differ-
ence is the size of the passband: larger for the equivalent
circuit.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We first presented another way to find the “hot” dis-
persion relation of the Pierce equivalent circuit, using
(less usual) beam and circuit-beam impedances. After
recalling the basis of the discrete model, we computed
its “hot” dispersion relation in linear harmonic domain.
Finally, an analytical comparison shows that both mod-
els lead to similar results, which validates the discrete
model in small signal regime.
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Figure 3. “Hot” linear dispersion diagrams Cp > 0 ; left ordi-
nate axis : real part of the frequency ; right axis : imaginary
part. Equivalent circuit model (13) is in red for the real part
and in magenta for the imaginary part. Harmonic domain
discrete model (34) is in black for the real part and in blue
for the imaginary part. Both models yield almost identical
results, with fast space charge wave, slow space charge wave,
and forward circuit wave, except at band edges. Tube pass-
band from 10 to 18 GHz.
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Figure 4. Zoom near band edges on “hot” linear dispersion
diagrams of Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit passband starts lower in
frequency, near 10 GHz, when discrete model passband starts
at 10.2 GHz. Equivalent circuit passband stops higher at 18.1
GHz, when the discrete model stops at 17.7 GHz.

However, small measurable differences do exist be-
tween the models so that one of them (or both) must de-
viate from the experiment. We suggested elsewhere [11]
that the Pierce model slightly violates Maxwell equations
when coupling is strong. On the other hand, we see no ap-
proximation in the discrete model except the truncation
on the number of modes which is a sensible approxima-
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tion. Based on these arguments, we speculate that the
Pierce model is more likely to contain approximations
than the discrete model, especially because discrepancies
are stronger near the band edges, where the Pierce cou-
pling impedance tends to infinity. According to us, a
major advantage of the discrete model is its validity near
band edges as well as in the center of passband.

In the continuity of this work, frequency [5] and time
domain [6] simulations are currently investigated in large
signal regime.

Appendix A: Sheath helix approximation

Now, we present an application of the discrete model
on the sheath helix model [4], a three-dimensional
traveling-wave tube model. Starting from the real peri-
odic structure instead of the equivalent circuit, we obtain
the circuit impedance from the tube geometry. First of
all, derivation of the normalisation (14) provides [6] the
group velocity

vg(s, β) =
d

Ns
β

∫
S
<
(
Es∗β (r)×Hs

β(r)
)
· ez dS , (A1)

where the surface integral is equal to 1/d times the cell
volume integral. In the sheath helix model, we use only
one propagation mode (we omit superscrit s = 0), with-
out space harmonics. The flux of the Poynting vector
in the harmonic discrete model along the z-axis reads
[14, 15]

〈P〉 =
1

2
< 1

2π

∫ π

−π
Ṽ∗β ĩIβ

1

d
Kβc

2 d(βd) , (A2)

with the geometric propagation factor Kβ resulting from
(A1)

Kβc
2 = vgNβ , (A3)

with c the speed of light. Knowing the 3D boundary con-
ditions, one can write solutions of the Helmholtz equa-
tions (15) and (16) for Eβ(r) and Hβ(r), and provide a
definition for each eigenfield leading to

Kβc
2 =

βNβε0
γ2

πa2|Esz,β(r = 0)|2F(γa) , (A4)

with πa2 the disc section area of the helix, with the trans-
verse propagation constant γ =

√
β2 − (Ωβ/c)2, and

with the dimensionless impedance reduction factor [16]

F(γa) =

(
1 +

I0K1

I1K0

)(
I21 − I0I2

)
+

(
I0
K0

)2(
1 +

I1K0

I0K1

)(
K0K2 −K2

1

)
, (A5)

where Im = Im(γa) and Km = Km(γa) are modified
Bessel functions of the mth order of the first and sec-
ond kinds respectively. Using (7), we finally recover the

circuit impedance in the thick beam model as

Zc(β) =
1

πa2ε0

γ2

Ωββ3

[
F(γ0a)

]−1
, (A6)

depending on the helix geometry [4, 17]. A similar de-
velopment can be done for any tube geometries from the
discrete model, so it is well adapted to investigating 3D
structures.

Appendix B: Beam–plasma systems

Because they generate only little noise, traveling-wave
tubes have also proved to be good tools for plasma
physics (beyond the fact that the beam is already a
plasma). In the classic beam-plasma system [18–21],
waves are propagated using the classic plasma itself. To
study this system, we substitute the propagating medium
with a slow-wave structure like in a TWT. Following [19],
considering the power definition, in harmonic domain, for
a one-dimensional plasma 〈P〉 =

∫
vgE dS, where vg is

the group velocity, and E is the wave energy density of
the plasma given by

E =
ε0
2
ω
∂

∂ω
(ε(β, ω))

∣∣∣
ω,β0

〈E2
z,c〉 (B1)

from the average squared electric field, with ε(β, ω) the
plasma dielectric function. Thus

〈P〉 =
−πa2ε0

2
ω
∂

∂β
(ε(β, ω))

∣∣∣
β0

|Ez,c|2 , (B2)

because vg = ∂ω
∂β . Using (7), we make the link between

the beam-plasma system and the beam–slow-wave struc-
ture system by setting the plasma impedance

Zp =
−1

πa2ε0

2

ωβ2

[
∂

∂β
(ε(β, ω))

∣∣∣
β0

]−1
(B3)

equal to Zc. Eq. (B3) can also be obtained from com-
puting circuit potentials of both systems, as done in [22].
Then the Pierce parameter becomes

C3p =
−ω2

p

ωβ2v0

[
∂

∂β
(ε(β, ω))

∣∣∣
β0

]−1
. (B4)

We immediately see the analogy between the helix slow-
wave structure circuit impedance (A6), depending on the
tube geometry, and the plasma impedance (B3), depend-
ing on the plasma dielectric function. It is because waves
in a TWT are expressed thank to the dispersion rela-
tion and the way they are coupled with the beam. Ref.
[18] takes β = βe = ω/v0, so the linear Landau growth

rate is γmax = (np/nb)1/3
√

3 Cp ω/21/3, with nb and np
the beam and plasma densities. Analogy of the beam-
plasma and the TWT slow-wave structure is allowed by
replacing the dielectric function by the geometric factor
contained in the circuit impedance.
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